What is PBIS

Mission Statement

School-Wide Positive Behavior Interventions Support (PBIS) is a state mandated
data driven system that addresses student behaviors. Expectations have been
developed by placing an emphasis on a
school-wide system of support including
proactive strategies for defining, teaching, and supporting appropriate behaviors to create positive school environments. Expectations of positive behavior
for all students within a school are introduced, modeled, and taught in areas including the classroom and non classroom
setting (such as hallways, playgrounds,
and the cafeteria). Students are rewarded for following these expectations.
Interventions are enforced when these
expectations are not followed. These include consequences and reteaching of
the expectations.

To facilitate positive behavior
change in our students and staff. To
increase instructional time through
the development of effective, proactive, educational-oriented interventions that result in reductions in the
number of inappropriate behaviors
by students and staff.

PBIS Expectations
Cafeteria Rules
.Use 6 inch voice

.Wait tobe dismissed
.Follow directions
.Clean up before leaving
.Proper manners used at all times
.Keep area clean

.Enter quietly
.Keep hands, [eet, and objects to yourself

HallwayRules
.Keep hands, feer, and objects to yourself
.Still hands
.Face forward
.Stay in a srraight line

.Walk on rhebrown
.Enter room quietly

.Walk "zipped and clipped'
.Follow directions given by adulcs
.RPS (Respect Personal Space)

Dragon Dollars
Dragon Dollars are given to students
who meet and follow the rules and
expectations that have been established for implementing success in
PBIS. All faculty and staff personnel
may hand out Dragon Dollars to students. These can be used to purchase
coupons for PBIS Incentive Days
throughout the year.

Playground Rules
.Stay in designated areas
.Use equipment appropriately

.Follow game rules
.Follow directions
.Line up immediately when bell rings
.Keep playground clean
.Be a friend to others
.Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself
.Use appropriate language
.RPS (Respect Personal Space)

Classroom Rules

.Foilow all teachers' and staff's instructions
immediately when grven

.Follow all classroom procedures
.Raise hand before speaking out during
class or getting out of your seal
.Complete all assignmen[s and turn in on

time
.Show respect for others as well as self

